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Finding library books that are seen as ‘controversial’ or

that
look at characters or plots from unusual angles might
entice your child into reading, such as books by Melvyn
Burgess, Kevin Brooks or Meg Rosoff.

Encourage your son or daughter to read the book of the film
 view the film of the book they have read e.g. Bladerunner,
or
The Hunger Games or the Fault in Their Stars.

Look up the GoodReads website for more ideas and

opinons,
especially their Young Adult books:
www.goodreads.com

Take them to the local bookshop and say they can buy a
book they like for their birthday. Or ask relatives or friends
to give books or book-tokens as presents.

Buy books from charity shops that relate to their interests,
e.g. ‘It’s kind of a Funny Story’ or books by John Green on
teenage love or distress, or on football or space or fashion
or science fiction or fantasy.

Encouraging
young people
to read for
pleasure

Tell your son or daughter that reading a lot makes them
smarter – a book a week over the summer holiday could
seriously improve their reading skills and their levels of
intelligence!
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How to encourage
wider reading
with young people
Drop into the library and help your son/daughter choose
fiction and other books that match their interests. Ask a
librarian for some advice – they can advise you about the
latest great books that young people are enjoying!

If your child is reluctant to go to a library, take out 3-4

books
for them that match their interests and casually
suggest they pick one of these to read. Or put books out
around your home that they might pick up and browse
through – in the kitchen, living room, bathroom…

Get your son/daughter interested in serial reads e.g. books
that have sequels, such as Harry Potter, Chaos Walking
or The Dark Materials Trilogy as these can hook them into
reading several books in a row.

Encourage reluctant readers to read graphic novels and

comics
– these count as reading, too!

Reading non-fiction books (with pictures or photographs)
is also helpful: choose books that relate to the young
person’s interests or from the news, such as Obama’s
autobiography, or books on space, fashion or sport. They
could always read a fictional book on a similar theme
afterwards (e.g. a fantasy or science fiction).

Show them that you enjoy reading – let them see you

reading
at home and discuss what you’re finding interesting
about your book. Modelling and showing how much you
value reading is one of the most important things a parent
can do to support reading.
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At times, you could read the same book as your son/
daughter (a different copy!) so you can discuss it with them.

Ask open questions about your shared book and give your
reasons: ‘What did you think of that ending? I was really
surprised/shocked/saddened by it because…’ or ‘I really
didn’t like that character X because he seemed so…What
did you think?’ Tell them what you thought of the book.
Be honest!

Asking good questions! Questions can help readers to get
through a whole book, as they have to recap the plot so
far, making the story knit together and make sense. So try
asking any of these:
• Where and when is the book set? Is it well described so
you can imagine yourself being there? What makes it so
convincing? If it’s fantasy or science fiction, what kind
of a world is it? How would you feel if you lived there?
Why?
• Who are the main characters? What are they like?
Which is your favourite one and why?
• What’s happened so far? (If they find this hard,
encourage them to skim back through the book with
you, trying to remember key events.) They may prefer to
sketch a time-line of the events as a diagram.
• Is the book all set in the same time-period or does
it move backwards and forwards in time (e.g. like
flashbacks in film)? Why does it do this? (Private
Peaceful, Michael Morpurgo is a good example of this.)
• Can you predict what’s going to happen next or at
the end of the book? (As they read, they can see if
these predictions turn out as they’d imagined…making
predictions is a great way of understanding the storyline
and keeping interested in the book)
• What’s the best/funniest/scariest/most exciting/tense/
dramatic part so far? Why?
• Was it a good ending? Why/Why not?
• Would you recommend it to a friend? Why/Why not?
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If their book is set in another country, culture or a different

period
in time (e.g. 2nd World War), go online and see if
you can find out some information and pictures to help
them understand the context (e.g. Wikip edia).

Make it personal – readers must make connections with
their own lives both to understand a book and to make it
enjoyable to read. So, encourage this personal response:
What would you do in this situation? Why? Have you ever
felt like that? Does that remind you of anything that has
ever happened to you or your friends?

Reading aloud – if your child has younger siblings, ask

them
to choose some books together at the local library,
which they can read aloud to the younger child. Ask them
to make the book really exciting, by putting expression
into their voice to make it more scary, tense, dramatic
or sad – e.g. a book like The Gruffalo. You could also
listen to your son/daughter reading their own book aloud,
supporting them when they struggle with words that are
hard to decode on the page or are unfamiliar to them. This
will help their reading. Keep asking them questions at the
end of a section or chapter to make sure that they have
understood what they’re reading (see above). Start with
easy questions, e.g. ‘What’s just happened?’

If your son/daughter has older siblings, ask them
 suggest books to them or see if their friends can
to
recommend any good reads.

Some adult novels might be of interest to older

adolescents,
such as those by Terry Pratchett, John Le
Carr e, Steven King, Steve Larsson, Neil Gaiman, Alice
Walker, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Robert Galbraith (J.K.
Rowling’s pseudonym as a detective writer), Caitlin Moran
or Emma Donoghue (and see Goodreads overleaf).

